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TOOLKIT
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ABSTRACT
Software tools designed for disk analysis play a critical role today in forensics investigations.
However, these digital forensics tools are often difficult to use, usually task specific, and
generally require professionally trained users with IT backgrounds. The relevant tools are also
often open source requiring additional technical knowledge and proper configuration. This makes
it difficult for investigators without some computer science background to easily conduct the
needed disk analysis. In this paper, we present AUDIT, a novel automated disk investigation
toolkit that supports investigations conducted by non-expert (in IT and disk technology) and
expert investigators. Our proof of concept design and implementation of AUDIT intelligently
integrates open source tools and guides non-IT professionals while requiring minimal technical
knowledge about the disk structures and file systems of the target disk image.
Keywords: digital forensics, expert systems, disk forensics, forensic tools, CLIPS

1. INTRODUCTION
Forensic investigation in general and
especially of a hard disk is complex for an
investigator. There is generally a fairly steep
learning curve for such disk investigations
because of the required technical background.
Complexity arises partly because of the
wide variety and availability of forensic
investigation tools. There are many tools that
must be considered, both commercial and
open source. Newer tools are regularly
becoming available, particularly open source.
These tools, to varying degrees, provide levels
of abstraction that allow investigators to
identify and safely copy digital evidence, and
perform routine investigations (Case et al.,
2008). Investigators are however always
expected to know how to use and configure
and/or parameterize these tools, especially the
open source tools, depending on the
investigation type. Availability of a large
number of these tools thus requires the
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capability to answer the following questions:
“How to do I properly use these tools?” and
“where/when can I effectively use them?” In
practice, forensic examiners might have any
level of IT background and technical expertise
ranging from a computer security expert to a
criminal
investigator
having
minimal
computer skills. Thus investigators need
usable tools that will help them get results
easily (Hibshi et al., 2011) and with less usage
complexity independent of their computer and
IT expertise.
Learning even for investigators with
computer expertise is necessary because
investigators have to know details of the
target disk image. For instance, investigators
generally should know the details of each new
disk type, file system, etc. in order to perform
correct disk forensics investigation. As
Garfinkel (Garfinkel, 2009) discusses, many
people in the digital forensics area would like
to be able to work with data on the target
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device without having a deep and specific
knowledge about the target disk.
To deal with these issues currently, most
digital forensics tool users typically take
training sessions both on tool usage and also
on digital targets (Beebe, 2009). According to
the user study in (Hibshi et al., 2011), even
68% of their expert responders indicate that
they take intensive training sessions to learn
the current tools while 31% do not take such
training sessions. This latter set still finds the
tools difficult to use but found different
workarounds (such as online training). As for
the open source tools, it is a common
situation that one software tool alone cannot
capture enough required data. Therefore, the
examiner needs to use multiple tools to get
relevant evidence from the target. This also
requires more training and adds to the
learning curve because of the technical
knowledge required by the tools. These tools
also do not tend to work with each other.
Users of today's tools need to properly
interpret what results they get from the tools
and what the further steps they need to take
for conducting a deeper investigation.
In this work, we describe AUDIT, a novel
automated disk investigation toolkit that is
designed to support integration of open source
digital forensics tools within an expert system
to simplify and support disk forensics. Our
goal is to provide an “intelligent assistant” to
support forensic examiners. Our proof of
concept design and implementation integrates
some commonly used open source tools via an
expert system and knowledge base that we
have developed to support investigations,
while requiring only minimal technical
knowledge about the tools, the hard disk
structure and the file system on the target
disk. Examiners can use our toolkit to analyze
the disk for illegal images, for document
search and email search, and also for more
specialized searches such as for credit card
and social security numbers.
Expert Systems (ES) are a class of
computer programs that arose in work in
artificial intelligence. In general, one goal of
Page 130
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AI technology is to build computer programs
that
demonstrate
intelligent
behavior
(Engelmore et al., 1993). Expert systems
emulate human expertise in well-defined
problem domains by using a domain
implemented knowledge base (Riley, 2013).
Concepts and methods of symbolic inference,
or reasoning, are also a focus of such
programs to represent knowledge that can be
used
to
make
appropriate
inferences
(Engelmore et al., 1993).
Automating the digital forensics process of
course has its own challenges. James et al.
(2013) and Meyers et al. (2004) caution that
the automation of the digital forensics process
should not let the forensics profession be
“dumbed
down”
because
of
expert
investigators relying on automation more than
their own knowledge. Instead, they suggest
that it is more important that the untrained
investigators conduct their investigation at
the level of expert investigators. This is our
goal for AUDIT also.
In the rest of this paper we will use the
term pictures to refer to images on disk, in
order to avoid confusion with the term disk
image which is the target of the investigation.
We assume that users of AUDIT do not
necessarily have expertise on technical aspects
of an investigation, but do have expertise
about the investigation process itself. AUDIT
is not a replacement for a forensic expert in
an investigation. It is an intelligent assistant
for investigators who lack technical knowledge
about either the tools or hard disk structures.
In this paper, AUDIT is designed
currently with a static database that includes
knowledge related to digital forensics tools
and investigative tasks. This knowledge is
derived from an expert who is knowledgeable
in the tools and thus tools configuration is not
currently learned by our system. In future
work, such configurations could also possibly
be learned. As far as we are aware, AUDIT is
unique in its capabilities to use an AI based
environment in order to properly configure
and integrate open source forensic tools and
guide the forensic examination of a hard disk.
© 2014 ADFSL
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Section II discusses related work and
approaches that automate disk forensics
processing and that apply AI techniques to
the domain of digital forensics. Section III
describes AUDIT, the toolkit that we have
developed for supporting the examination of
hard disks using open source tools. In section
IV, we illustrate the use of AUDIT through
two example investigations. In section V we
conclude and discuss some future research
directions.

2.

RELATED WORK

In this section we will discuss some related
work on automating digital forensic processes
during different phase of the investigation as
well as some work related to the application
of AI techniques.
The work of Stallard et al. (2003) is one of
the earliest applications of expert systems in
the area of digital forensics and automated
analysis for digital forensics science. The
authors used an expert system with a decision
tree in order to automatically detect network
anomalies when attackers aim to clear all
traces that could lead system administrators
to them. In this work, an expert system is
used in order to analyze log files. Another
expert system approach applied to network
forensics is described in (Liao et al., 2009). In
this work fuzzy logic and an expert system are
used to again analyze log files related to
attacks such as intrusion detection.
The
Open
Computer
Forensics
Architecture (OCFA) (Vermaas et al., 2010)
is an example of automating the digital
forensics process. OCFA consists of modules
and each module works independently on a
specific file type in order to extract the
content of the file. In this work, automation is
done at the analysis phase of the investigation
process and OCFA is not designed to search
and recover files from the given device.
Instead, it focusses on the collected data after
the examination of the disk to generate
indices for the text and metadata of the files.
The examination is assumed to be done by an
expert with IT knowledge.
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The Digital Forensics Framework (DFF)
is both an open source digital investigation
tool and a development platform. This tool is
designed for system administrators, law
enforcement examiners, digital forensics
researchers, and security professionals to
quickly and easily collect, preserve and reveal
digital evidences without compromising
systems and data (ArxSys, 2014). This work
is a good example of tool integration and
collaboration in order to reduce the burden on
investigator to use task specific tools.
However, DFF still requires knowledge and
expertise on the integrated tools and the disk
structures. Although its interface is quite user
friendly and does not require knowledge of
what specific tool to use, it still requires users
to have technical knowledge about the
categorization of the tools and when they
need to apply certain tools. The user is asked
to select any applicable module in order to
analyze the disk image for certain tasks. For
example, they do not have to know whether
they need to use scalpel or foremost for data
carving, but they must know how they need
to use it and when to start performing data
carving or file system analysis.
The closest work to ours related to
automating the disk forensics processing was
proposed by Garfinkel (2009).The proposed
program, fiwalk, is used to automate the
processing of forensic data for the purpose of
assisting users who wanted to develop
programs that can automatically process disk
images (Garfinkel, 2009).
fiwalk also
integrates command line tools of Carrier's
SleuthKit (TSK) (Carrier, 2014a). The main
difference between this work and ours is that
fiwalk is specifically working on file system
data only and without an integration of AI
techniques. fiwalk makes file system analysis
simpler especially for the expert examiners.
Therefore, it also still requires knowledge of
the file system and understanding of file and
inode structures.
Hoelz et al. (2009) developed a program
called MultiAgent Digital Investigation
toolKit (MADIK), a multiagent system to
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assist the computer forensics expert on its
examinations. They applied AI approach to
the problem of digital forensics by developing
multiagent system where each agent
specializes on a different task such as hashing,
keyword search, windows registry agent and
so on. This work is related to our work as
being an AI application of digital forensics
area. It is however not focused on building
new knowledge about the tools used during
the investigation. It learns from previous
investigations in order to perform better in
the future investigations, but does not use this
knowledge for assisting non-expert users.
To our knowledge none of this work is
directed to assisting examiners during the
analysis phase of the investigation through
the support of an expert system. With respect
to tools integration, the existing systems do
not support a general open source tools
integration process but rather only integrate
some task specific modules in order to
automate certain tasks.
The research does often deal with the
problem of reducing time during the data
analysis phase (such as image clustering) of
the target device(s) but generally does not
address the problem of reducing the technical
knowledge required of the investigator. The
data analysis phase is after the evidence
collection phase when the large amount of
returned data might need to be reduced and
processed. After the evidence gathering phase,
AUDIT does not currently deal with reducing
the data analysis time. Nevertheless, tools for
reducing the technical burden on the
investigator are welcomed by practitioners
(Beebe, 2009). Tools for reducing the data
analysis could certainly be integrated into
AUDIT. In our current implementation, we
simply ask users to do a visual and manual
analysis of the gathered evidence from the
disk (to get feedback). Users would be free to
use any such available data analysis or data
mining tools and we do plan to integrate such
tools into our toolkit in the future.
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3. AUDIT: AUTOMATED
DISK INVESTIGATION
TOOLKIT
We designed AUDIT with the goal that very
little technical knowledge would be required of
the users. Given some high-level direction as
to what the examiner is searching for, AUDIT
is able to integrate and configure the tools
automatically for the purpose of both general
and specific investigations, searching the disk
for evidence in graphics files, emails,
documents, and “hidden” locations. Detailed
search for items such as credit card and social
security numbers can also be done.
AUDIT consists of three components: a
database of investigative tasks and tools; a
knowledge base with constructs defining rules
and facts; and a core engine (expert system).
The high-level design of AUDIT is shown in
Figure 1.
We designed and implemented the domain
specific knowledge base and the expert system
to assist non-technical users under two
circumstances. First, when configuration
and/or parameterization of the tools is
needed, and especially when technical
knowledge is involved to do this properly.
Second, when tools integration is needed. By
this we mean the order and use of multiple
open source software tools to properly achieve
the investigative task.
Again, we assume the user may have
very little technical knowledge about this.
The database component contains two
tables (Tools and Knowledge) that maintain
information regarding the tools that will be
used by AUDIT and the investigative tasks
that an average investigator generally
performs.
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Figure 1 High-level Design of AUDIT
In the Tools table, the field IDENT is a
unique identifier for the row entry and is used
in the expert system. Each entry specifies the
specific tool used (TOOLNAME), the TASK,
and the corresponding configuration and/or
parameterization. The entry also specifies
other
aspects
such
as
the
INPUT
requirements and the OUTPUT of the tool
with that configuration/parameterization. See
Figure 2. For example, in one entry, we have
defined that the forensic tool blkls (Carrier,
2014a) needs the disk image as an input from
the user and needs parameter ‘-s’ for
searching the slack space. It is also specified
that the output of blkls is redirected to
another file in order to subsequently use other
tools on the output data. Note that the user is
© 2014 ADFSL

not required to know what parameters to use
in order to do slack space analysis or even
what is slack space analysis search.
The Knowledge table currently simply
contains a set of investigative tasks (graphics
search, document search, credit card number
search, SSN search, and email search). Each
investigative task is linked to the knowledge
base as well as the Tools table through the
expert system.
The knowledge base contains facts and
rules, some of which are predefined and
embedded into the system and others that are
created during the investigation. Facts and
rules can be added, deleted and modified as
needed. For example, at the beginning of an
Page 133
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investiga
ation by the user, the kn
nowledge ba
ase
is updateed once thee user enterrs informatio
on
such as the inputt disk loca
ation, outp
put
y, and invesstigative tassk. It is allso
directory
updated after AUDIT finishes prrocessing som
me
tasks.
The core engin
ne controls the runnin
ng
execution
n of the system using the databa
ase
component, the know
wledge base,, and the usser
The
coree
engine
reads
to
ool
input.
vestigative tasks
t
from the
specificattions and inv
database and createes new ruless and facts as
ks the invesstigative tassks
needed. It also link
t
knowled
dge
and the tools with respect to the
a feedback
k.
base and user input and
e
consider the actions
a
of the
For example,
core eng
gine in Fig
gure 1 afteer the expeert
system acquires all the inputs.
i
To
ool

d parameterrization maay be
configguration and
d when th
he user waants to perrform
needed
certain
n tasks. Foor example scalpel (Scalpel,
2014) uses differrent configu
uration filess for
differeent categoriies of files that are tto be
carved
d (i.e. grap
phics files, document files,
comprressed files, etc.). The knowledge base
would
d contain the inform
mation of w
which
configguration file will be useed in the deesired
h. These coonfiguration files have been
search
pre-deesigned
foor
each
target
task.
Param
meterization does not rrequire chan
nging
the coonfiguration file but is important when
runnin
ng the tooll. For exam
mple tsk_reecover
uses tthe parametter ‘-a’ for allocated space
analyssis and thiss might be the setting that
would
d be used in
nitially when
n the core engine
first
invok
kes
this
tool.

Figure 2 The
T Tools Table
T
in the AUDIT Dattabase
the
configuration
and/
/or
Afterr
parameteerization, task
t
specifiic tools are
a
integrateed in order to provide the requisiite
search capabilities.
c
mple, we ru
un
For exam
tsk_recover (Carrier, 2014a), blkkls and scalp
pel
de complete search of the disk ima
age
to provid
to the credit carrd number search to
ool
SNs which iss not designeed to work on
o
Find_SS
the raw disk image or the file system. Th
hus
uld have run
n the tools in
the core engine wou
this apprropriate ordeer.
In th
he next three subsection
ns, we expla
ain
in moree detail: (1)
(
the deesign of the
knowledg
ge base; (2) the too
ols that are
a
configureed and integ
grated throu
ugh the expeert
system; and
a (3) the user
u
interface.
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3.11 Building tthe Knowleedge Base foor
AUDIT
Th
he AI part of AUDIT
T is mainly
y the
embed
dded expert system and
d knowledge base
that i s representeed in it. In A
AUDIT, we used
CLIPS
the o pen source expert systtem tool C
which provides a complete platform to ccreate
pert systemss and
rule aand/or objecct based exp
is alsoo used to rep
present an eexpert's tech
hnical
knowlledge
(Riiley,
20144).
Know
wledge
repressentation in CLIPS can be done by using
differeent program
mming styless. We used rulebased programmiing which aallows know
wledge
d as heuristtics, or “rulles of
to be represented
b,” which sp
pecify a set of actions tto be
thumb
perforrmed for a giiven situatioon (Riley, 20014).
© 2014 AD
DFSL
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In AUDIT, know
wledge is reepresented via
v
rules and
d facts. A rule
r
in CLIP
PS consists of
two parts: IF and TH
HEN “portio
ons”. In the IF
hat
portion of the rulee, facts are listed th
ne whether th
he rule is to
o be applied or
determin
not. A collection
c
of facts is callled a patteern
and patttern matchin
ng is done by CLIPS to
decide iff the THEN
N portion is activated. In
this case the rule is said
s
to be acctive, else it is
passive. If the facts hold (pattern matchess),
ortion will be
then acttions in thee THEN po
executed by the CLIPS
C
inference engin
ne.
b active att anytime an
nd
Multiple rules may be
d
on the
the orderring of execcution can depend

nce” value iin the IF portion. Th
he IF
“salien
portioon of thee rule haas a diffferent
characcteristic th
han an IF
F statemen
nt in
conven
ntional
prrograms.
It
works
as
WHEN
NEVER, beecause facts can be chaanged
anytim
me during tthe program
m execution. The
inferen
nce engine eexecutes actions of all aactive
rules (Riley, 20144). In the foollowing proogram
w an examplee of a very siimple
segmeent, we show
rule u
used in ordeer to illustraate how rulees are
used. Most of the actual ruless used in AU
UDIT
more complex
x and even require mu
ultiple
are m
pages to define.

In th
his rule, the user is ask
ked to provide
his/her technical
t
ex
xpertise and need of heelp
for inveestigation. Based on the answ
wer
received from the usser some cerrtain facts will
w
be added
d to the factts list by ussing the asseert
command
d of CLIPS
S. The IF portion
p
of the
rule conssists of the two
t
lines beefore the ‘=>’
symbol and
a
the THE
EN portion of the rule is
after thatt. This rule will be activ
vated when we
w
have no
o informattion about the userr's
expertise. The follow
wing line is added to the
m
sure th
his rule willl be processed
rule to make
before all
a other acctive rules by declarin
ng
salience value
v
to 10 which
w
is thee highest value
we used.

In this rule, tthe user is asked to prrovide
his/heer technical expertise aand need off help
for i nvestigation
n. Based oon the an
nswer
receiveed from thee user some certain facts will
be add
ded to the ffacts list by
y using the a
assert
comm
mand of CLIIPS. The IF
F portion oof the
rule c onsists of th
he two liness before the ‘=>’
THEN portiion of the ru
ule is
symbool and the T
after tthat. This ru
ule will be acctivated wheen we
have no inform
mation aboout the u
user's
experttise. The folllowing line is added too the
rule too make suree this rule w
will be proccessed
beforee all other active rulles by decllaring
salien ce value to 10 which is the highest value
we useed.
(d
declare (salien
nce 10))

© 2014 ADFSL
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The higher the value of salience, the
earlier the execution of the rule happens.
In AUDIT we have defined two different
levels of knowledge: Investigator Level and
Tools Level. These levels include initially
defined knowledge and new knowledge that is
created based on previous knowledge and new
knowledge created by use of tools and
feedback from the user.

3.1.1 Investigator Level Knowledge
Investigator level knowledge relates to the
technical skill level of the user. This is defined
to be either non-expert or expert. When
AUDIT starts, the user is asked about their
level of technical expertise. In the rest of this
section we will mostly focus on explaining
how AUDIT works and technically assists
non-expert practitioners. Depending on the
user's technical skills, some certain facts are
added to the fact list. For example, if we
determine that the user is a non-expert, then
we start adding new facts (inside parentheses
in CLIPS) to the initial knowledge base:
(investigator is non-expert)
(non_expert needs help)
(configuration needed)
Of course this new knowledge may trigger
other rules in the rules list to be activated.
The “(configuration needed)” triggers the
following:
(run tsk_recover for allocated-space)
(run tsk_recover for unallocated-space)
(run blkls for slack-space)
(run scalpel for data-carving)
(configure scalpel for graphic-files)
(configure scalpel for document-files)
(configure mmc for smart-carving)
Addition of new facts may not necessarily
activate a rule since there might be other
facts that are required to match the pattern.
For instance, activation of the “data carving”
rule is based on the user being non-expert, the
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type of investigation, completion of analysis of
the
file
system
(including
allocated,
unallocated and slack space) and negative
feedback. Negative feedback means that
during user interaction AUDIT determined
that the user did not find evidence of interest
from the previous analysis. It is very useful to
keep almost all related knowledge in the
knowledge base even though it might not
activate rules right away. For example, we do
not have to add allocated and unallocated
space analysis in distinct facts, but doing so
we can make sure that our system includes
knowledge of different parameters for use of
tsk_recover to perform analysis on both
allocated and unallocated spaces.

3.1.2 Tools Level Knowledge
Tools level knowledge in AUDIT relates to
usage and integration of the tools. One
example of the use of this knowledge is to
provide some information for one or more
tools which are not originally designed to
gather that information from the given disk.
AUDIT provides this information through
running other useful tools. For example, TSK
is not designed to carve out files from a disk
image when file system metadata information
is lost or damaged. Therefore, we run scalpel
and mmc (multimedia file carver) (Poisel, et
al. 2011) tools to carve out files which could
be both fragmented and unfragmented. The
following program code shows a high-level rule
which in turn causes other rules to run. These
rules integrate different tools in order to
provide available search places on the disk
image to the credit card number search tool.
Each of the asserted lines between last
printout and assert are the function calls for
each tool to work with the specific parameters
passed
(such
as
?imagePath).
Other
information needed for the function is
obtained from the knowledge base.

© 2014 ADFSL
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3.2 Con
nfiguration,, Parameterrization and
d
Integrattion of Tools
The open
o
source command line
l
tools th
hat
we used in this initiial version of
o AUDIT are
a
a),
tsk_recover, blkls, mmls (Carrrier, 2014a
a
Find_S
SSNs (Find_
_SSNs, 2014
4).
scalpel, and
In our integration, we also used Linu
ux
ds such as strings.
s
We briefly
b
expla
ain
command
characterristics of tho
ose tools and
d show how we
w
perform the
t integratiion of the to
ools within the
expert system. As previously discussed, in
order to use some of the abov
ve tools for a
t
we neeed to eitherr configure or
specific task
parameteerize these tools. This
T
is allso
discussed
d in the relev
vant tools seection.
tsk_rrecover is a command
d line tool in
TSK (T
The SleuthK
Kit). Depen
nding on the
parameteers given, it extracts allo
ocated and/
/or
unallocatted files from
m a disk im
mage to a loccal
directory
y
(Carrierr,
2014a).
We
use
u
tsk_recover for all of the search techniqu
ues
der
that we used. We usse parameterr ‘-a’ in ord
m allocated space since it
to extracct files from
runs on unallocated
u
space
s
in defa
ault.
mmlss is a command line too
ol under TS
SK.
It provid
des layout off the given disk
d
image an
nd
prints ou
ut volume system
s
conttents. We use
u
mmls to find out ea
ach partition
n location for
f
her tools.
use of oth
blkls is also a command
c
lin
ne tool und
der
d
abou
ut data uniits
TSK. It lists the details
© 2014 ADFSL
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nt etc.) and
d can
(e.g., block, clustter, fragmen
pace of thee file
extracct the unaallocated sp
system
m (Carrier, 22014a). The main purpoose of
integr ating blkls iin AUDIT iis to extracct the
he disk imaage by usingg the
slack space of th
meter ‘-s’. Affter retrievin
ng the slack space
param
AUDIIT uses the Linux comm
mand stringss and
sets tthe parametter ‘-n’ to 1 to writte all
printaable characteers to a textt file. We seet ‘-n’
to 1 because it is possiblle that targeted
numbeers may be obscured with whitespaace(s)
betwe en each digiit. The new text file can
n then
be useed by other tool for content analyssis to
gatherr credit ccard and social seccurity
numbeers.
sc alpel is a very succeessful file ccarver
ned by Gold
den G. Rich
hard III (Scalpel,
design
2014) based on aanother carv
ver tool foreemost
n 0.69. scallpel reads h
header and ffooter
version
inform
mation of filees in order to recognizee files
in th
he given m
media based
d on the preconfiggured configu
uration file. If any speecified
nd, it carvess out the filee and
type oof file is foun
write it to the given output directory. Since
pecific
scalpeel checks heeader and foooter for sp
magic numbers, iit is file sysstem indepen
ndent
x, NTFS, ex
xt2/3,
and itt carves filess from FATx
HFS+
+, or raw partitions. We integgrated
scalpeel into AUD
DIT in orderr to retrievee files
from a disk imagee when file system metaadata
does not exist or is dam
maged. scalp
pel is
successsful for unffragmented ffiles thereforre we
also u
used mmc wh
hen the filess are fragmeented.
Pagge 137
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V
We use two
t
differentt pre-defined
d configuratio
on
files for two categorries: document files (i.e.,
phics files (i.e.,
doc, pdf, xls, rtf, etcc.) and grap
jpg, png, gif, psd, etcc.).
We give a deetailed exam
mple of the
configura
ation and use
u of scalpel for pictu
ure
and docu
ument search
h to more cleearly illustra
ate
how the knowledgee and rules are used in
AUDIT. The follow
wing facts arre assumed to
n added to the
t knowledg
ge base:
have been
(evidence found no)
n
d
)
(run scalpel for data-carving)
_recover is unsuccessful)
u
(tsk_
(imag
ge-file-path is
i ?imagePatth)
(outp
put-path is ?outputPath))
(investigation-typ
pe is psearch
h)

Afterr this rule is activated and run by the
inference engine, thee user is ag
gain asked to
f
reg
garding the success
s
of th
his
provide feedback
particula
ar process. Based on the feedba
ack
given, AUDIT createes new factss and updattes
wledge base.
the know
The last tool th
hat we use in AUDIT is
SNs which iss an open so
ource tool th
hat
Find_SS
searches for U.S. so
ocial securitty and cred
dit
mbers. It searches a varieety of types of
card num
credit cards
c
such as Visa, Mastercarrd,
Discovery
y Card, American Expreess, and man
ny
others (F
Find_SSNs, 2014). Fin
nd_SSNs usses
multiple and comprrehensive va
alidation steeps
to make sure the cred
dit card num
mber is a vallid
s
securitty numbers, it
number. As for the social
a from Socia
al Security Administratio
A
on
uses data
to guara
antee that valid
v
associa
ation between
area num
mber and grroup numberr is found for
f
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Th
he first factt is feedbacck from the user
wheth
her any evidence or in
nteresting ffile is
found or not. Th
he second faact is part oof the
which tool tto use
initial knowledge that shows w
for daata carving. The next ffact is true when
tsk_reecover was run on botth allocated
d and
unalloocated spacees and it faailed to find
d any
useful file for investigator. T
The forth and
d the
fifth ffacts stand for path off the target disk
image and output directory for results tto be
saved.. The last faact is used too hold the search
type w
which is pictture search for this exam
mple.
If all of these faccts are truee in the factt list,
means the p
pattern for performing data
this m
carvin
ng matches aand the folloowing action
ns will
be takken:

the nu
umber (Find
d_SSNs, 20114). The pattterns
of thee numbers tthat AUDIT
T searches using
Find_
_SSNs are ass follows:
Foor SSN: #
########
##, ###-######
#, ### ##
# ####
Foor CCN: # ((13,16) with dashes or spaces
anywh
here

3.3 Worrking with A
AUDIT
A UDIT interracts with users via the
S expert sysstem shell. T
The user is aasked
CLIPS
to speecify his/heer technicall expertise level,
definee the disk image file and speciffy an
outpu t directory for results to be saveed by
ked to select what
AUDIIT. Then thee user is ask
type oof search hee/she wantss to perform
m. As
discusssed before, AUDIT w
works on piicture
search
h, financial documentt search, email
search
h and senssitive numb
ber search. The
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starting screen of the user interface of our
prototype implementation of AUDIT is shown
in Figure 3.
We are currently categorizing searches
conducted by forensic examiners into general,
intermediate and specific. Picture search is an
example of a general search and we have
implemented it in AUDIT because it is one of
the
most
important
searches
that
investigators are interested in. Our goal was
to first have AUDIT do many of the general
searches that investigators would do as
discussed in (Hibshi et al., 2011). Credit card
and social security numbers search on the
other hand is a specific search and is
implemented in AUDIT in order to show how
our tool integration model can be applied to a
very specific search task. Credit card number
search might not be direct evidence for an
investigation but could lead the investigator
to other evidence. Given that a sophisticated
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specific open source tool is available, we show
how it can be integrated into our system.
These specific search tools can be
incorporated into AUDIT over time. We also
wanted to address what we term an
intermediate search problem and we labeled
financial document search in this category.
Our goal in part for this classification was to
see if there were different requirements that
were needed when adding the different classes
of tools into AUDIT.
When the user selects one of the search
options from the list of available tasks, the
related expert system knowledge is processed
by AUDIT. The represented knowledge
regarding which tool will be used and how it
will be used are embedded in AUDIT and
pulled from the database. Predefined rules are
added to the inference engine of CLIPS based
on the user's search selection.

Figure 3 Starting Screen of the User Interface of AUDIT
If the user chooses to search sensitive
numbers on the disk image, AUDIT mounts
the disk image to the system and recovers files
from both allocated and unallocated spaces.
Files that potentially have text will also be
carved from the disk image. After the data
retrieval, Find_SSNs starts running on both
mounted disk and retrieved files. Find_SSNs
creates both html and text files for the user's
view and continues working with respect to
user's feedback. The tool integration and an
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expert system knowledge use for this example
is explored further in the next section.
Until this point of the investigation, the
only questions asked from the user are
providing the input image and the output
directory in addition to feedback. Feedback is
basically whether any forensically interesting
data related to the investigation was found or
not and whether the examiner wants to
continue to do a deeper investigation.
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4. TESTING AUDIT
Our current version of AUDIT runs on
Ubuntu 12.04 LTS. In this section we will
present two simulated cases (picture search
and sensitive number search) that we used to
test AUDIT. We used the NPS test disk
images from Digital Corpora (Garfinkel et al.,
2009) and also Brien Carrier's digital forensics
tool testing images (Carrier, 2014b). We also
used some disk images that we created by
adding files from Digital Corpora Govdocs1
(Garfinkel et al., 2009).

4.1 Graphics Files Search
When AUDIT starts, it asks user to
provide the input disk image, the output
directory path for results, and the user level of
expertise. When the user selects graphics files
search, AUDIT first starts mmls tool in order
to figure out the content of the volume
system. It gets all the partitions and their
starting and ending sectors. By doing so,
AUDIT becomes able to work on each
partition by separating them using the dd
command line tool if there are multiple
partitions.

After getting the image disk and the
partition location (assuming there is one
partition on the disk), AUDIT starts file
system analysis on the partition since the file
system is the area where evidence is mostly
searched for (Carrier, 2005) by investigators.
AUDIT automatically provides the required
parameters (input file, output directory, ‘-a’
for allocated space search, and ‘-o’ for sector
offset gathered from mmls) for tsk_recover in
order to start analyzing the allocated space of
the partition. For presenting results to the
examiner, AUDIT provides directory structure
of the partition similar to what Carrier's tool
Autopsy (Carrier, 2014a) does. It classifies the
recovered files by file type and lets the user
check whether any forensically interesting
graphics file exists. At this stage of the
process, the user is provided high level
information regarding where the files are
found. The examiner is also given an option
to do deeper investigation for more
information. If the examiner does not want to
go step by step but would rather do a search
of all possible areas on disk (allocated space,
unallocated space, data carving, and slack
space) this can be done by AUDIT at once in
any stage of the process.

Figure 4 Popup showing files recovered from unallocated space
Assuming the user would like to go to the
next stage, AUDIT starts tsk_recover tool
with the required parameters as mentioned
above
except
parameter
‘-a’,
since
tsk_recover works on unallocated space by
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default. AUDIT returns directories and files
to the user from unallocated space. See Figure
4. AUDIT then informs the user with
information about the type of files (e.g.,
deleted files) that were recovered from the
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disk image instead of only using the term
unallocated space since the user's knowledge
level is non-expert. If the user informs AUDIT
that there is still no interesting data, AUDIT
continues to a deeper analysis and starts
recovering files from the slack space.
AUDIT uses the blkls tool in order to get
the total file slack area of the disk image and
creates another disk image from it. Then, it
runs scalpel on the new image file in order to
carve any hidden graphics file. If found, the
user is informed with the list of hidden images
that are found in this unconventional area of
the disk image.
During all of the above stages, AUDIT
updates the knowledge base and the expert
system uses that knowledge whenever it is
applicable to any rule. In this test we showed
how tools are configured and parameterized
via the expert system and knowledge base. In
the next example we will present how tools
are integrated for a specific search purpose.

4.2 Sensitive Number Search
One of the search options that AUDIT
provides to users is sensitive number search
and specifically credit card and social security
number search. This search type is activated
and the related knowledge base updated in
the expert system after the user selects the
sensitive number search option.
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As explained in Section 3.2., we primarily
used Find_SSNs tool in order to find sensitive
numbers on the disk image. This test case is a
good example of how AUDIT integrates
different tools for a specific purpose because
Find_SSNs is not originally designed to work
on various places that AUDIT makes
available for it.
Find_SSNs is not originally designed to
work on disk images or raw data directly,
therefore it needs the disk image being
mounted to the file system in order to make
files and directories available for sensitive
number search. Since this requires technical
knowledge of the user, AUDIT performs
mounting via its knowledge base. Mounting
the disk image however does not make
available all space on the disk. AUDIT
however makes sure that all reachable space
of the disk image is made available for the
search including data in the file system,
unallocated space, and slack space. In order to
provide all of this information to Find_SSNs
we use tsk_recover with parameter ‘-e’ to
extract files from both allocated and
unallocated spaces. We also integrate scalpel
and mmc tools to perform data carving on the
given disk image for both fragmented and
unfragmented files. As discussed above blkls is
used to make data in the slack space available
for Find_SSNs All of this is done
automatically by AUDIT without any further
input from the non-expert user.

Figure 5 Find_SSNs output report for Credit Card and Social Security Numbers
After AUDIT integrates and runs all the
tools, Find_SSNs runs on all the available
spaces and generate a report for the user. The
© 2014 ADFSL

report is created in both html and txt format
for the user's analysis. Example of an html
report can be seen in Figure 5.
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5. DISCUSSION
The reasoning or inference behind the
configuration of tools and the tasks that were
performed by AUDIT could clearly be
provided as part of a report. This is not
currently done by our system. AUDIT could
provide technical descriptions of what tools
were used and why they were used. It could
also elaborate on where information is
collected from the disk. This inference process
could be useful when investigators are called
for testimony in court. We would not want to
“dumb down” the information that explains
the reasoning process during the assisted
investigation. At the same time we would like
to provide some simpler explanation for the
non-expert user and we are not sure exactly
how this could be done. We believe the
difficulty here is in translating the inference
into knowledge understandable by a nonexpert.

6. CONCLUSION AND
FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we described AUDIT, a novel
automated disk investigation toolkit. This
“intelligent assistant” helps expert and non-ITexpert investigators during their examination
of a hard disk. We assume that the
investigators understand forensic investigation
but may not have technical skills or detailed
knowledge about the current open source tools
and may not have knowledge about the disk
or file structures. AUDIT contains an expert
system and domain specific knowledge base
that is used to automatically configure,
parameterize and integrate some of the
commonly used open source command line
digital forensics tools. AUDIT supports the
investigator in conducting both general and
specific investigative tasks.
We believe that using expert systems
technology is a good way to develop tools that
can support forensic examinations. Our goal
was to show proof of concept by developing a
system for a non-trivial domain (forensic
examination of a hard disk) that is both
technically challenging and would be of utility
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to real investigators. We believe our design
and approach could also be used for other
types of examinations such as network and
mobile forensics. The knowledge base and the
expert system help us to represent, use, and
add domain specific technical knowledge
regarding the investigations. This simplifies
both the development and the maintenance
effort when adding or modifying the tools. In
our experience, adding a new tool requires
creating a few new rules and facts into the
knowledge base and adding some entries into
the database. Given technical knowledge
about a tool, we can do this in a day.
Currently AUDIT does not gather new
knowledge from an investigation conducted
using the system. In future work we plan to
augment the toolkit to collect knowledge
about techniques and procedures used in an
investigation
(typically
from
expert
investigators) and add this to AUDIT’s
knowledge base. Additionally, we want to
incorporate the ability to rank the success of
each tool through explicit or implicit
interaction with the investigators as they use
AUDIT. Thus, AUDIT could choose a better
ranked tool on a specific task for future
examinations.
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